1. O33-60 (DVIT1802) | White fruit, hermaphrodite, collected from Shirvan, Iran.
2. O34-16 (DVIT1803) | Black fruit, female, collected from Shirvan, Iran.
3. O34-26 (DVIT1805) | Black fruit, male based on the allelic pattern with APT3 and VVIb23 markers, carried wild 336 (bp) allele, collected from unknown location in Iran.
4. O34-29 (DVIT1804) | Black fruit, hermaphrodite, collected from Shirvan, Iran.
5. O34-55 (DVIT1807) | Black fruit, male based on the allelic pattern with APT3 and VVIb23 markers, carried wild 336 (bp) allele, collected from unknown location in Iran.
6. O35-07 (DVIT1808) | Black fruit, female, carried wild 336 (bp) allele, collected from unknown location in Iran.
7. O35-41 (DVIT1811) | White fruit, female, collected from unknown location in Iran.
8. O35-47 (DVIT1812) | Black fruit, male based on the allelic pattern with APT3 and VVIb23 markers, collected from unknown location in Iran.
9. O35-50 (DVIT1813) | White fruit, hermaphrodite, collected from Iran.
10. O35-64 (DVIT1816) | White fruit, hermaphrodite, collected from Iran.